viewpoint

Perfect pitch: wonderful examples of collaboration
between great talent and visionary management. (From
top to bottom)
Jonathan Ive and team for Apple. Without doubt the
most coveted computer on the earth today.
Shigeru Ban: Nomadic Museum; innovation and sustainability of the highest order.
Naoto Fukasawa for Muji: sublime and inventive. A design
which creates its own reference and reverence.

ugly, but I finished within budget’. Why are our

far as the vast majority of the public is concerned

professional organisations and representative

at a time when it should be lobbing precision

bodies so dumbstruck?

guided pronouncements into the public arena .

As an industrial designer, my day to day

How about issues such as the ludicrous unsus-

concerns are of a somewhat smaller scale and I

tainability of so many products and industries

would like to be able to report that the picture is

that promote year on year replacement rather

brighter at this end of design continuum.

than repair; or the need to educate our public

Once there was a place where anyone if

taste so we are less likely to mess up our own

they had a mind to, could go for a glimpse of

back yards; or some personal favourites - the

something better. It wasn’t perfect, but its remit

need for wholesale re-evaluation of the basis

was to select, inform and educate industry and

for new product designs; or the frightening de-

the general public’s views on design; not sur-

skilling which has been allowed to take place

prisingly it was called the Design Centre. It was

and the consequent loss of our manufacturing

a shop window for the activities of a Design

know how to countries that exploit their own

Council and a hub for the Design Profession in

labour force in order to provide our markets with

this country; with its own international and really

impossibly cheap products (for example, jug ket-

quite stringent awards system, celebrating and

tles in Tescos all the way from China for £4).

promoting the benefits of good design, with a

I was recently with the owner of Vitsoe.

generally available Design Magazine communi-

At their superb Wigmore Street showroom is a

cating its activities.

collection of early audio products designed by

Where is our Council for Industrial Design

Dieter Rams for Braun. I had not seen most of

(Design Council) now? Does anyone outside

them in the round, only in books. The experi-

professional insiders know that it exists at all? Of

ence was rather humbling. I would loved to

those that do know, what access have they to its

have designed any one of them - they were so

activities? What does it believe? It is invisible as

consistently good and each contained some
truly inspired and inventive touches that could

The very best design is most
often the result of a close
collaboration between a
talented individual and an
equally proficient manager or
mentor. The outcome should be
capable of inspiring the rest of
us over time.

only make you grin with appreciation. They all
worked and looked as relevant today as they
must have looked when they first appeared
in the early 1960s. Rams’ tenure at Braun
ended in 1995, after which one of his assistants assumed the mantle and, if I’m any judge,
immediately dropped it in the dirt; the subsequent output of the Braun Studio is resolutely
mediocre.
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Perfect pitch (continued from top to bottom)
Dieter Rams for Braun: The designers designer on
form. I’d buy one today.
Charles and Ray Eames for Herman Miller: An extraordinary and comfortable chair; now there’s an idea!

The reason for this tale of woe is another
one worth reflecting on. Just concentrate if you
will and then list your top ten product designs.
Okay, what do you have? Charles Eames
maybe, Richard Sapper, Phillipe Stark possibly,
or Naoto Fukasawa if you’ve just left college.
How many are from global, corporate design

We must all be anxious about
the near future; peak oil, climate
change and the accelerating
destruction of resources are
enough to send the most
hardened sceptic scuttling to
the men’s room.

studios? Depressing, isn’t it? The only global
design studio worth a bean is at Apple and it’s
not difficult to imagine what will happen when

in- you know, a girl I’ve just met, or this song

its head of design departs.

we’re going to do with Chas, or snowboarding

The very best design is most often the
result of a close collaboration between a talent-

next month, then it looks great. So this is going
to be my motto - think small.”

ed individual and an equally proficient manag-

Think small; don’t overcomplicate or con-

er or mentor. The outcome should be capable

ceal the simple truth in word clouds. The facts

of inspiring the rest of us over time. Of course

are simple and here are some that I know:

teams bring products to market, but they are

- Don’t pave over your front garden

orchestrated by visionary leadership facilitated
by an artist or designer able to see the whole

- Replace your windows if you must, but
not the design of them

picture clearly and unambiguously creating an

- Complain; to your council about the

apparently simple, functional end result, which

mess their officials are making of your town, or

belies the worry that went into its creation.

manufacturers who are selling you rubbish too

Is there a theme here? Well, yes there is.

cheaply... use your imagination.

Individuals do make a big difference and col-

- If you don’t have talent leave the floor

lectively the effects can be catastrophic. We

for those that have; find another course or get

must all be anxious about the near future;

another job - you’re too costly.

peak oil, climate change and the accelerating

- If you’re head of a design organisa-

show, go to the Vitsoe showroom in Wigmore
Street.

destruction of resources are enough to send

tion stop attending conferences and start

the most hardened sceptic scuttling to the

CAMPAIGNING; to government, local authori-

the face and I for one can hardly bear to look

men’s room. In Ian McEwan’s book Saturday

ties, educators and the general public about

anymore; still a couple of times a year it does

Theo, the musical son says, “When we go on

the impact lazy decision making is having on

no end of good to get it off my chest. Now

about the big things, the political situation, glo-

the lives and futures of those who pay your

where’s the kettle? ❙

bal warming, world poverty, it all looks really

wages.

terrible with nothing getting better, nothing to
look forward to. But when I think small, closer

- Be inspired; buy Shigeru Ban by Matilda
Mcquaid, visit the West Dean College Summer

No excuses: the reality is staring us all in

Adrian Stokes is principal of London-based product
and industrial design consultancy, asa designers
limited. www.asadesigners.com
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